
Gunnerkrigg Court  
Antimony is starting her first year of school at gloomy 
Gunnerkrigg Court, a very British boarding school that 
has robots running around alongside body-snatching 
demons, forest gods, and the odd mythical creature.  
 
Inu X Boku SS 
The Maison de Ayakashi is a high security apartment 
building where humans with demon ancestors reside, 
each guarded by their own Secret Service bodyguard. 
A yōkai girl named Ririchiyo moves in hoping for some 
peace and quiet and is assigned the Secret Service 
agent, Soushi Miketsukami.  
 
House of Night: Legacy 
High school student Zoey’s life changes drastically 
when she’s Marked as a vampyre, enrolls in the 
House of Night academy, and suddenly has affinities 
for elemental magic & crave blood!  
 
Lament of the Lamb 
When Kazuna finds his long-lost sister, Chizuna, the 
two discover they share more than just a family name. 
The siblings are cursed with a disease of the blood - a 
disease that will turn them into vampires!  
 
Mermaid Saga   
Yuta and Mana have both eaten mermaid's flesh and 
are now immortal. As the pair travels through Japan, 
they encounter Lost Souls who need their help and 
normal humans who want to kill them in hopes of gain-
ing immortality.  
 
Millennium Snow 
Chiyuki was born with heart problems, and her doctors 
say she won't live to see the next snow. Toya is a 
vampire who hates blood and refuses to bond with a 
human whose life-giving blood would keep them both 
alive for a thousand years.  

Muhyo & Roji's Bureau of Supernatural Investi-
gation 
Are you a victim of unwanted spirit possession? Is 
there a ghost you need sent up and away...or down 
to burn for all eternity? If the answer is yes, then 
you need Muhyo and Roji, experts in magic law 
and serving justice to evil spirits is their specialty.  
 
My Boyfriend is a Monster #5: I Date Dead Peo-
ple   
The Victorian house Nora’s family just bought was 
built in the 1870s and guess what? It’s haunted . . . 
by a Tom, a cute teenage boy, and other more ma-
levolent ghosts. Nora's parents want their home 
cleaned of spirits, and fast. The question of course 
is: does Nora and Tom’s love have a ghost of a 
chance?  
 
Nightmare Inspector 
Hiruko - a baku, or nightmare eater – lives at the 
Silver Star Tea House. He consumes no human 
food, surviving on his visitors’ dreams. 
 
Nightmares and Fairy Tales #1: Once Upon a 
Time 
An antique doll named Annabelle holds frightening 
secrets and stories of love, betrayal, and madness.  
 
Nightschool: The Weirn Books 
Schools may lock up for the night, but class is in 
session for an entirely different set of students. In 
the Nightschool, vampires, werewolves, and 
witches study the usual: calculus to spell casting.  
 
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan 
The day belongs to humans, but the night belongs 
to yokai, supernatural creatures that thrive fear. 
Rikuo is three-quarters human, but when his yokai 
blood awakens, Rikuo transforms into the future 
leader of the Nura clan, leading a hundred demons! 

Batman: Bloodstorm 
Prowling the city's darkest corners, the Batman 
seeks to destroy an army of vampires before they 
can feast upon the innocent ... and before he him-
self succumbs to the terrible thirst for human blood. 
 
Blood Lad 
Staz is one of the most powerful vampires in the 
demon world - but secretly, he’s obsessed with  
human culture, especially video games and manga! 
When a human girl wanders into the demon world 
and is killed by a demon, Staz vows to help her 
restore her body and return to her former life . . .  
 
Brody’s Ghost 
A teenage ghostly girl haunts Brody; she needs his 
help hunting down a dangerous killer and he must 
undergo training from the spirit of a centuries-old 
samurai to unlock his hidden supernatural powers. 
 
Buffy the Vampire Slayer: On Your Own 
Buffy and Spike tackle the increasing zompire 
population and a rogue Slayer out for blood.  
 
Death the Time of Your Life   
Death incarnate is a genuinely likeable young girl 
with a fondness for ankhs who truly cares about 
people.     
 
Descendants of Darkness 
As a Guardian of Death, Tsuzuki has a lot to think 
about. First of all, there are all those dead people. 
Someone's got to escort them safely to the afterlife. 
Then there's all that bureaucracy. And his cute new 
partner, Hisoka.  
 
Graphic Classics: Gothic Classics 
A collection of five classic tales involving ghosts, 
vampires, haunted castles, and forbidden love. 
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Pinocchio, Vampire Slayer 
After Geppetto is killed by vampires, Pinocchio 
swears revenge. But will a wooden boy and his 
endless supply of stakes - courtesy of and his elon-
gating nose - be enough to save the day?  
 
Record of a Fallen Vampire 
Thousands of years ago, the Vampire King lost 
both his kingdom and his queen. Despite being 
pursued by relentless vampire hunters and the 
Black Swan, Akabara continues to search for his 
queen to this day . . .  
 
The Scary Book 
Two tales of terror: "The Mirror," in which a girl's 
reflection begins to take ruthless command of her 
life; and "Demon of Vengeance," where a warlord 
bent on seeking retribution for his selfish son's inju-
ries find the tables of revenge turned against him.  
 
Twilight: The Graphic Novel  *Meyer 
Enjoy this graphic novel version of your favorite 
vampire book! 
 
Until the Full Moon 
On the night of the full moon, Marlo turns into a girl. 
Desperate for a cure, his parents call on Doctor 
Vincent, a long time family friend. Marlo wants to 
keep his condition secret from Vincent's son, the 
vampire playboy David. Unfortunately, the secret 
gets out, and a new problem surfaces: David is 
interested in Marlo's female form!  
 
Vampire Knight   
Yuki has no memory of her past prior to the mo-
ment she was saved from a vampire attack 10 
years ago. She lives at Cross Academy and helps 
keep its secret: there's a Night Class as well as the 
regular Day Class, and the Night Class students 
are vampires. 
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Victorian Undead 
In 1854, a meteor streaked across London's skies, 
bringing with it a zombie plague. For twenty years, 
Her Majesty's Secret Service kept the threat under 
control, but now Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson 
must deal with the zombies. 
 
Wetworks 
A group of assassins with supernatural powers takes 
on the most deadly of vampires: the Night Tribes. 
 
Zombie-Loan 
Michiru is a special girl who possesses Shinigami 
Eyes, a power which allows her to see a person's 
nearness to their destined death by seeing a ring, 
invisible to normal people, around the person's neck. 
When a person is marked to die, a gray ring appears, 
which darkens over time. 
 
Zombillenium #1: Gretchen 
Zombiellenium is an amusement park - but mere  
mortals need not apply - only genuine werewolves, 
vampires, zombies, and other citizens from the un-
dead community are employed.  

and the undead 


